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5ASIDE INDOOR SOCCER RULES
NOTE: Only an Indoor Futsol Ball is to be used inside the gym, no Outdoor Soccer Balls are
permitted.
Co-ed Rules
1. To start a game each team must have at least a total of 5 participants. The team must have
at least 2 participants of the minority gender on the court at ALL TIMES. After the games start,
if for any reason if there are not 2 members of the minority gender able to play (due to
injuries), then the team is able to play down a person (4 on the court) but still must have at
least 1 member of the minority gender on the court. If there are no minority gender
participants left during the game that can continue to participate- their team will forfeit.
Time Rules:
- 2 X 20 minute run time halves
General Futsol Rules:
 The game is Futsol so the outside edge of the black lines marking the basketball court
are the out of bounds line. There is no playing the ball off the walls! Once the ball hits a
wall it is an automatic turnover.
 All re-starts either from out of bounds or a foul are kick ins from the closest spot on the
sideline where the infraction occurred and are indirect (can't score directly from a restart)
 Ball must be kept low at all times (below the height of the net to avoid contact with wall
tiles surrounding the gym)
 No offside
 There are no goalies, however, a lone player (any player) can stand in front of the net
and block shots without using their hands. If a hand is used to block a shot in front of the
net it is an automatic goal.
 On your teams second default your team is removed from the league
Participant Behaviour
 The Intramural Official on the Floor has FINAL decision making authority in all playing
situations. If a participant persistently argues and/or is disrespectful to other participants
or intramural staff they will be suspended from games and potentially the league.
 Captain must be identified from each team prior to the start of the game. Captain is
responsible for communicating official’s decisions to participants and addressing their
own teams conduct.
 Once the official issues one warning, a second warning will be an automatic ejection
from the game. Arguing this decision will result in further suspensions
 Any team that has two players removed during the season due to persistently arguing
with Intramural staff or opponents will be removed from the league

